






SBAG-2022-14 (Slaty-backed Gull) 
1st round vote – May 10, 2022 
 
Accepted:  9 
Not Accepted:  0 
 
ACCEPTED, verified 
Great documentation! Some photos appear to be a bit bleached, giving the mantle a slightly light 
appearance, but otherwise show field marks consistent with SBAG. The written description backs up the 
photos nicely.  
 
Classic adult Slaty-backed Gull with "string of pearls" effect on outer primaries, yellow eyes, smudge around 
the eyes, pink legs, darkish mantle 
 
This fairly large gull clearly has a very dark mantle, has pink legs, and has the typical string of pearls field mark 
on the tips of P6 to P10. There is also a slight smudge around the eye and the iris is somewhat pale. All of 
these field marks taken in unison eliminate other similar species. 
 
Looks like a pretty solid adult SBAG. White tongue tips give a strong string of pearls effect in flight and very 
broad tertial and scapular crescents evident when standing. Also very broad white tips to the secondaries 
evident in flight and by the "skirt" at rest. Bill structure and coloration also looks consistent with this species 
and unlike any Western Gull (which is eliminated by the flight shots anyway). 
 
Although one of the photos is not of the Slaty-backed Gull in question, the rest all appear to show the same 
gull. I feel this report has a handful of adequate photos and Conor's written description is very well done, 
covering all the major identification talking points . To me, this is a slam dunk adult SBAG and I feel 
comfortable accepting it as such. 
 
good job on report 
 
The first caveat is that photo SBAG-2022-14c-schmidt is of a "mostly" Western Gull and SHOULD NOT be 
included in this record. The other photos clearly show a Slaty-backed Gull with dark streaking around the 
head, the dirty "mascara" look around the light eye and the white dots (string of pearls) above the black 
outer primaries in open wing photos. 
 
Descriptions and photos would appear to confirm Slaty-backed Gull. Bulky build, large bill, primary patterns 
seem convincing.  
 
Photos show the pertinent field marks well (very dark back, "string of pearls" in the wingtip, streaked head 
and neck with dark smudge around a pale eye. This rules out any of the other dark-backed Larus species, and 
I see nothing here that suggests a hybrid. 
 
Well documented and described by the initial observer. 
 
Excellent documentation 
 
 
 
 


